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With Web 2.0, Ajax and Rich Internet Applications

"This book is easily the most comprehensive resource of its kind I've ever seen!"—Jesse James Garrett, Adaptive Path

"A one-stop shop for learning the essentials of web programming."—Anand Narayanaiah, UPAlliance.com

"Excellent for learning to develop standards-compliant web applications...takes you from the browser to the server and the database, covering web development across many programming languages."—Paul Vencill, MITRE, Inc.

"A good job of explaining both Internet Explorer 7 and Firefox 2."—John Revatio, Microsoft

"Cements the browser as a first-class development platform."—Johnny Kwang, Splunk, Inc.

"Congratulations for this excellent work. The [Drive Into Web 2.0] chapter is simply breathtaking! It's one of the better—if not the best—references on Web 2.0."—José Antonio González Seco, Parlamento de Andalucía

"The CSS chapter is compact, concise and full of useful info!"—Billy R. L. Lin, Illinois State University

"One of the best introductions to Javascript."—Raymond Wisman, Indiana University Southeast

"A good introduction to the DOM doesn't trip over cross-browser incompatibilities."—Eric Lawrence, Microsoft

"Exceptionally clear Ajax tutorial. best I've reviewed; Great solutions for the very cool type-ahead and edit-on-place Ajax features. Libraries to Help Eliminate Cross-Browser Compatibility Issues is fantastic. This book and your websites will be often-visited resources if not best practices in themselves."—John Peterson, InSync and V.I.O.

"Great chapter on building Flash games. Great Dreamweaver coverage."—Jennifer Power, University of Albany

"A solid introduction to Adobe Flex with some very cool applications."—Matt Chatila, Adobe

"Describes the key concepts of relational database systems, and never loses itself in theoretical reflection. Gets the novice started, including essential SQL constructs."—José Antonio González Seco, Parlamento de Andalucía

"A solid introduction to the capabilities and flexibilities of PHP. Required me to tighten up my own code! Easy to follow BS development with database, Virtual Forms and Google Maps."—John Peterson, InSync and V.I.O. Inc.

"Excellent coverage of the most important features and techniques of developing ASP.NET 2.0 applications, with plenty of sample code."—Peter Bromberg, VOIP Inc.

"I wish I had this when I was learning to program."—Joe Kromer, New Perspective & Pittsburgh Flash Users Group

"The web services chapter concludes a comprehensive education on Web 2.0. The examples go a long way to support the Web 2.0 version of this book."—George Semeczko, Independent Consultant